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IN THE

UNITED STATES

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY, of New York, a Corpor-

ation, Plaintiff in Error^

vs.

GEORGE E. HILL, ELLEN KELLOGG } No. 518.

HILL, EUGENE C. HILL, by their

guardian, EBEN SMITH, and ELIZA
MAUD HILL, in her own behalf,

Defendants in Error.

WRIT OF ERROR TO THE UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT, DISTRICT

OF WASHINGTON, NORTHERN DIVISION.

BRIEF OF PLAINTIFF IN ERROR.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

This is an action brought by the children of George

Dana Hill in their own name, where of age, and by their

guardian, where under age, to recover the amount of a



policy of insurance upon flie life of their deceased father

in the sum of twenty thousand dollars. The amended

complaint alleges that on April 29, 1886, in considera-

tion of eight hundred and fourteen dollars paid by the

father, the insurance company, (plaintiff in error) made

and delivered to him, in the City of New York, a policy

upon his life, the insurance to be paid to his wife if liv-

ing at his death, or in case of her death before that time,

to their children. The policy is set forth in the

amended complaint.

It is stated in the amended complaint that the appli-

cation is made a part of the contract, and that it con-

tained the following words : "It is agreed that there

shall be no contract of insurance until a policy shall

have been delivered and issued by said company, and

the first premium thereon paid while the person pro-

posed for insurance is in the same condition of health

described in this application •*-=* * and the

contract of insurance when made shall be held and con-

strued at all times and places to have been made in the

City of New York ;" (Record, p. 8) and that the policy

is made subject to the provisions and benefits stated on

its back, which are made a part of the contract ; that

the annual premium of eight hundred and fourteen dol-

lars shall be paid in advance on the delivery, and there-

after, to the company at its home office in the City of

New York, on the 29th day of April in each year during

the continuance of the contract.

The contract further states that while the premiums

are due and payable at the home office of the company



ill New York, tliey will be accepted elsewhere when

made in exchange for the company's properly signed

receipt.

This express provision is found in the contract,

namely : "Notice that each and every such payment is

due at the date named in the policy is given and ac-

cepted by the delivery and acceptance of this policy, and

any further notice, required by any statute, is thereby ex-

pressly waived." (Record, p. 6.)

It is alleged that the first annual premium was paid

by George Dana Hill on the delivery of the policy of

the company to him
;

it is alleged in the amended com-

plaint that during his lifetime the insured complied with

all the conditions of the contract on his part.

The answer to the amended complaint admits the pol-

icy, but denies that it was delivered in the city or state

of New York, or outside of the state ofWashington. No
controversy is made as to the death of the insured or the

appointment of the guardian. The answer controverts

all allegations of performance of the conditions of the

contract on the part of the insured. (Rec, p. i6.)

Affirmative defenses are pleaded to the amended com-

plaint. The first states that the insurance company

was transacting its business at the time the policy was

issued in the State of Washington, having a principal

office in the state for the purpose, and that the defendant

had complied with the laws of the state relative to for-

eign corporations transacting business in it; that before

the time of and subsequent to the taking out of the insur-



ance, George Dana Hill was a citizen and resident of the

Territor}^ and State of Washington; that at Seattle he

made his written application for the insurance, which by

the terms of the contract became a part of the policy.

That the application contained this stipulation: "It is

agreed that there shall be no contract of insurance until

a policy shall have been issued and delivered by the said

company, and the first premium thereon paid while the

person proposed for insurance is in the same condition

of health described in said application:" (Rec, p. 17.)

that this application was transmitted to the agent of the

insurance compau}^ at San Francisco, and by him to the

insurance company in the City of New York. That the

insurance compau}'-, pursuant to the application, made

the policy mentioned in the amended complaint, and sent

it to the agent at San Francisco, who afterwards trans-

mitted it to the agent at Seattle, and that there the first

premium was paid aud the policy delivered to the insur-

ed. (Rec, p. 17, 18.) This defence states that the con-

tract contained the following provision: "Notice that

each and every such payment (of premium) is due at the

date named in the policy is given and accepted by the

delivery and acceptance of this policy, and any further

notice required by any statute is thereby expressly waiv-

ed." (Rec. p. 18.) The defense further avers that there

became due on the policy April 29th, 1887, a premium

of eight hundred and fourteen dollars, which had never

been paid, but both the insured and the beneficiaries had

refused to make payment of any part of it, and that from

that time forth, until the death of the insured, Decem-

ber 4th, 1890, nothing whatever had been paid on ac-



count of any of the premiums; that the policy became
void upon such default and refusal. (Rec, p. 19.)

The second affirmative defense alleges that it was

mutually agreed between the defendant and the insured

at a time more than a year subsequent to the issuance

of the policy, that the contract of insurance should be

waived, abandoned and rescinded, and that by the

mutual consent of the parties, it was so waived, aban-

doned and rescinded, and by mutual consent the rights

and obligations of the insured and the company were

terminated. ( Rec. p. 20,)

The third affirmative defense alleges the provisions

of the contract as before averred, and that it was agreed

between the company and the insured that all prem-

iums should be paid at the City of Seattle, and the

receipt there given in exchange for such payment, and
that the defendant, both in writing, and through its

agents, personally notified Hill, the insured, at Seattle,

of the due date and the amount of the premium neces-

saiy to be paid for continuance of the policy, and there

demanded payment, and at the same time tendered the

receipt of the defendant, duly signed by its president

and secretary, for such premium, but the insured

refused to make payment of the premium, or any part

of it, and for the purpose of inducing the insurance

company to rely upon this agreement and arrange-

ment, stated to the insurance company's proper agent,

that he would not consent to make payment of the

premium, or of any subsequent accruing premium, on
the policy, but that it was his purpose to allow the



same to lapse and become forfeited; and that, relying on

sucli conduct on the part of the insured, the insurance

company was induced to, and did, declare the policy of

insurance forfeited and abandoned, and upon such

reliance, abstained and failed from mailing any notice

to the insured, whether prescribed by statute or other-

wise. (Rec. p. 21, 2 2.)

A demurrer was interposed to each of these defenses,

on the ground that each of them failed to state facts

sufficient to constitute a defense to the amended com-

plaint. (Rec. p. 24.) Upon argument, each of these

demurrers was sustained, and the exception of the

defendant was noted to the action of the court in sus-

taining the demurrer to each of the defenses.

The plaintiff in error elected to stand upon its

pleadings, and declined to plead further. Defend-

ant in error moved the court for judgment, and the

court granted the motion against the exception of the

plaintiff in error, and rendered its judgment against the

insurance company for twent\'-four thousand, eighty-

six and sixty one-hundredths dollars, with interest

from the date of the judgment, and costs. The

plaintiff in error excepted. (Rec. p. 27.)

The plaintiff in error made its assignment of errors,

each of which it relies upon for the reversal of said

judgment, and which it makes specification of, and

separately and particularly sets out as follows

:

I.

Hrror of the trial court in sustaining the demurrer to

the first af&rniative defense.
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II.

Error of the trial court in sustaining the demurrer to

the second affirmative defense.

III.

Error of the trial court in sustaining the demurrer to

the third affirmative defense.

IV.

Error on the part of the trial court in sustaining the

demurrer to the answer of the defendant.

V.

It was error in the trial court to render a judgment

in favor of the plaintiff and defendant in error, against

defendant and plaintiff in error, upon the sustaining of

the demurrers to the affirmative defenses, for any

amount, or to render any judgment against plaintiff in

error, whatever.

VI.

It was manifest error with issue joined upon material

allegations of the amended complaint, to render judg-

ment without trial by jury and verdict.

The above specification of errors is asserted, and in-

tended to be urged separately and particularly in this

court.

ARGUMENT.
In view of the large amount involved in this case and

other like cases of plaintiff in error resting largely upon



the same questions, and of 'the fact that plaintiff in error

has not been heard upon such questions, we will, with

deference, ask that argument be entertained upon some

propositions that have, in a measure, been passed upon

by the court in other cases.

WHAT IS THE PROPER CONSTRUCTION OF
THE STATUTE OF NEW YORK OF 1S76, AS
AMENDED BY THE ACT OF MAY 23d, 1877, IF

THE GENERAL LEGISLATIVE INTENT IS

TO BE CARRIED OUT?

It is conceded the object of the law was to afford pro-

tection against the carelessness, the indifference, for-

getfulness or oversight of policy holders, and to furnish

such timely reminder to policy holders as to enable them

to comply with the terms of their policies by making

payment of the premiums. If the statute was not effec-

tual for this purpose—it failed of its object. The reach

of the statute respecting notice, is either limited by the

boundaries of the State of New York, or it extends to

all parts of the earth where one may have access, how-

ever infrequent and remote, to a postoffice.

The court will bear in mind this statute was enacted

in May, 1877, antedating every transcontinental railroad

except one ; at a time when a large part of the popula-

tion of the Pacific Coast of the United States obtained

mail by stage coach or less perfect facilities, and

very much of it at long intervals of time ; at

a time when communication with Alaska, Australia,

South America, the Orient and the greater part of Europe



was imperfect and required a great length of

time. The New York statute fixed thirty days as a

sufficient measure of notice. If the notice is mailed

thirty days before the premium falls due, to the last

known postoffice address of the insured, the law is com-

plied with so far as it is concerned. The legislature

enacting this statute to secure timel}^ notice to the in-

sured, so that he might make payment at some particu-

lar place in the State of New York within thirty days

from the mailing of the notice, must have had in mind

the general condition of affairs we have recited. Con-

ceding the object to be to supply remembrance and op-

portunity to the insured to make payment at New York

of his premium, one naturally inquires why this limita-

tion of time? Why, if this notice were to go out to the

remotest and most inaccessible of postoffices throughout

the world, should such a limitation be made ? Such a

notice, taking the habits of the ordinary class of men
in calling at postoffices, would have been effectual at

that time in every portion of the State of New York

;

and taking in view the careless and heedless, who more

especially were the objects of legislative solicitude, it

would not have been more than sufficient to have ac-

complished the object designed by the statute. Passing

beyond the boundaries of the State of New York, to

other states, territories and foreign governments in the

known methods of communication by mail at that time,

it would in many cases have been as ineffectual as no

notice whatever. If, then, protection to policy holders

outside of the State of New York had been in the legis-

lative mind, one would naturally look for a length of
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provision of notice bearing relation to the object at-

tained. Slionld the statute prescribe but a single day's

notice for policy holders resident in the State of New

York, it would have proven as effectual for the purpose

designed, as a notice of thirty days in many places out-

side that state where policy holders might reside. The

lack of adequacy of time to give holders of policies re-

mote from the State of New York any effectual notice

of itself awakens the inquiry as to whether the legisla-

ture had in mind to do what in so many instances its

legislation would have failed to effect. It should not

be presumed the legislature proposed an object palpably

and manifestly beyond the means it employed for its

attainment.

THE WORDING OF THE STATUTE IS IN HAR-
MONY WITH ITS OBVIOUS INTENT TO
LIMIT ITS APPLICATION TO THE STATE
OF NEW YORK.

The foreign corporation is brought under the same

rule as the domestic. It is unquestioned that the power

of the legislature over a foreign corporation ends with

the state boundary. The State of New York cannot leg-

islate anything into the life or constitution of a foreign

corporation because it is not the creature of that state, and

we think it apparant that it is not in the statute attempt-

ing to do so. It provides that the foreign corporation

transacting an insurance business in the State of New

York shall not forfeit its policies except by giving a

certain notice. If the law of the creation of a foreign

corporation, either by an affirmative policy or from
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lack of restriction, leaves that corporation free to make

such contracts as it sees fit, it is not for the State ofNew
York to restrict such foreign corporation except as to

what it may do within the limits of the State of New
York under the comity that permits it to enter the state

for the transaction of business. If it be true that the

measure of control of this act in regard to foreign corpo-

rations is limited to notice to policy holders resident in

the State of New York, then it must follow that the same

rule applies to domestic corporations, because the meas-

ure of regulation or restriction is identically the same.

The legislature has drawn no line of separation between

foreign and domestic corporations, but so far as the re-

striction of prohibition is concerned, it extends alike to

any and all insurance companies transacting business in

the State of New York.

It is thus apparent that the statute of New York is

not intended to be and is not legislation entering into

the being of a domestic corporation and becoming a

part of its constitution, because it affects the foreign

corporation in exactly the same manner as the domestic;

but that it is a legislative regulation and policy neces-

sarily confined to the state of New York.

In view of these facts, namely, that the act only

prescribes a policy local to the state of New York,

applicable alike to domestic and foreign insurance

companies transacting business in that state (or in the

words of the statute "no life insurance company doing

business in the State of New York"), that the limit of

time prescribed for notifying policy holders of the due
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date of premiums withih the State of New York is

reasonably adequate to attain the object designed by the

legislature, and that it is manifestly inadequate for the

great number of polic}^ holders residing remotely from

that state, the conclusion is logical and natural

that the act and its notice were onl}' intended to apply to

resident policy holders, unless other provisions

of the act compel a contrary construction. But they

do not. Section II, on the contrary, we submit contem-

plates the operation of the act within 'New York alone.

It provides rules of evidence relating to the giving of

notice in all cases embraced in the body of the act. It

declares "The affidavit of any officer, clerk, or agent,

that the notice ''' * * has been duly addressed and

mailed by the company '•' '•'' '^ shall be presump-

tive evidence of such notice having been duly given."

It is not within the competency of the legislature of

the state to enact rules of evidence for another state or

government.

Whaiton, in his Conflict of Laws, sa3^s: (Sec. 752,

2nd Edition) "There can be no question that the lex

fori is also to determine the competency and weight of

evidence adduced to prove a litigated case. ''' * '•*

On the one side, every case must be governed by the

law in which it has its seat. On the other side, the

court in which such case comes to be tried must direct

its own procedure."

In II Parsons, 7th Edition, page 718, the author says:

"But on the trial and in respect to all questions as to
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the forms, or methods, or conduct of process, or remedy,

the law of the place of the forum is applied."

Under the New York statute, it will be observed that

2i prima facie case may be made in every instance by a

mere affidavit of any agent, clerk or officer of the cor-

poration that ''he duly addressed and mailed" the

notice. In every instance the notice is required, this

statutory affidavit may furnish the prima facie case to

prove it. We should attribute greater ignorance of

fundamental law to the legislature of New York in its

attempt to furnish rules of evidence for the guidance of

the courts of other states and governments upon trials

than ignorance of fact in relation to current methods

and affairs in prescribing a thirty- day's notice by mail

to policy holders in all parts of the world outside of the

state of New York, if we construe this statue as

requiring the service of notice by postoffice beyond the

boundaries of that state.

We trust we have succeeded in showing that the law is

a local regulation confined to business transacted ("or

doing business") in the state of New York, and that the

notice prescribed does not apply except to parties within

the state of New York. We will now endeavor to ascer-

tain from the contract whether the parties consented to,

and did, by agreement or fiction, place themselves with-

in the state of New York, so that this statute by its pol-

icy would operate upon them, notwithstanding the

stipulation in the policy to the contrary. The record

shows the insured was a citizen and resident of the state

of Washington when the contract was entered into and
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was there at tliat time. * The local agent of the insur,

atice company was also in Seattle. The application

was made out and signed there; the policy of insurance,

after being prepared in New York for delivery, was sent

to the agent of the company at Seattle and there, upon

payment of the amount of the first premium, was de-

livered to the insured. ( Record, pp. i6, 17 and 18).

Had the insured, instead of being a resident of Wash-

ington, been a resident of New York, and been in New

York instead of Washington when the contract was de-

livered to him, unquestionably the policy of the law, by

its own inherent force, would have applied to the con-

tract, because that policy pervaded the state of New

York, and it would have been controlling, in spite of

any agreement or stipulation of the parties to the con-

trary, because the policy of the state cannot be shut

out from transactions within it by any device of the

parties. And this makes the radical difference between

the business done with the insurance company in the

state of New York and outside of that state. In the

one case the policy of the law which is omnipotent in

the state, enters into and takes hold of the business or

transaction and controls it and the parties to it ; while

outside of the state, neither the statute nor its policy

can reach, and therefore, as a statute and as a policy^

cannot enter into a contract or transaction. As a stat-

ute, as a policy, both are non-existent beyond the state.

If then, this policy and statute dominates the contract

of insurance, it must be by a fiction
;
that is, in fancy

or imagination the parties transfer themselves and their
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transaction to the State of New York, in order to place

themselves under this statute and its policy. Clearly

then, the statute of its own power, has not followed the

parties and laid hold of this contract, as it would have

done despite their intentions if they had been in the

State of New York, or if the statute entered into the

life of the corporation as a part of its being. If the

statute operates on this contract, it is because the par-

ties and not the legislature of New York, have willed

and intended it should do so.

We do not think it can be seriously questioned but

that these parties might have expressly stipulated in a

contract of insurance made as this was in the State of

Washington by a citizen and resident of that state with

a New York insurance company carrying on its in-

surance business in the State of Washington in com-

pliance with the statutes of the state relating to foreign

corporations, to have excluded the laws of the State of

New York from the contract except so far as they en-

tered into the being of the corporation
; that they might

have made the express stipulation that although pay-

ment of premiums was to be made in New York, as well

as proof of death and payment of loss, still that the

laws of New York should not control, but that the

parties should enjoy the freedom of contract given them

by the policy of the State of Washington, and that so

far as notices relating to premiums were concerned, the

parties could have their own stipulations in the contract

and govern themselves accordingly.

It is expressly alleged, both in the amended com-
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plaint and in the answer, that the parties agreed between

themselves in their contract that the non-pa3nnent of

premiums should work its forfeiture. Both pleadings

alleged that the following express and specific stipula-

tion upon that subject was made in their agreement,

namely : "Notice that each and every such payment

(of premium) is due at the date named in the policy is

given and accepted by the delivery and acceptance of

this policy, and any further notice required by any stat-

ute is thereby expressly waived." (Pp. 6 and i8 of Rec-

ord.) There is no other agreement of the parties

upon the subject; no statute places any other agree-

ment there, nor is there any statute upon that sub-

ject which is imported into the contract. Even if the

New York statute had any application, it cannot be con-

tended that it has made any other or different contract

for the parties than that they have made for themselves.

Under the most favorable contention of defendants in

error, it cannot be claimed that any statute of New
York had done more than to relieve the parties from the

effect of a contract that they themselves had entered

into.

Hammond, Judge, in construing this statute as ap-

plied to a contract in Rosenplae^iter vs. Provident Sav.

Life Assur. Soc. of New York^ gi Fed.^ ^28^ says

:

"But I feel quite sure that the principle enunciated by

Justice Matthews in the case above cited fully applies to

such statutes. These parties agreed that the non-pay-

ment of the premium should work a forfeiture. The
statute stepped in to relieve against the hardness of that

contract, but it created uo other or different contract
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from that which the parties had made. Hence the re-

peal of the statute only operated to restore the stipula-

tions of the agreement as made between the parties them-
selves." (P. 736.)

THE FAILURE AND REFUSAL OF THE INSUR-
ED TO PAY PREMIUAIS DEFEATED THE
POLICY.

It is set up in the first affirmative defense that a pre-

mium of eight hundred and fourteen dollars fell due on

the 29th day of April, 1887, and that no part of this

premium had ever been paid by the insured, or any one

on his behalf, but on the contrary, there had been not

only a default, but a refusal to pay any part of it. (Rec,

p. 19.)

The sole contract provision upon this subject, declares

that such neglect and failure shall of itself, terminate

the policy, and cause a forfeiture of the insurance, any-

thing to the contrary notwithstanding. The same de-

fense sets up that the insured was at the time a citizen

and resident of Seattle, that there the application was

made, and there delivered to the company, and that the

policy was there by the company delivered to the in-

sured in exchange for the first premium which was there

paid the insurance company by the insured. The ex-

press stipulation of the parties was on this subject as

follows: "And it is agreed that theie shall be no con-

tract of insurance until a policy shall have been issued

and delivered by the said company and the first pre-

mium thereon paid while the person proposed for insur-
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auce is in the same condition of health described in said

application." (Rec, p. 17.)

At Seattle, then, the contract came into actual being

as an obligation between the parties; and that was the

place of the contract, in fact.

In reviewing a like state of facts, the Supreme Court,

speaking through Justice Gray va. Equitable Life Society

vs. Cleme7its^ 140 U. S., 226, says:

" Upon this record, the conclusion is inevitable that

the polic}'- never became a completed contract, binding

either party to it, until the delivery of the policy and

the payment of the first premium in Missouri ; and

consequently that the policy is a Missouri contract and

governed by the laws of Missouri." (P. 232.)

In line with this view is the statement of this Court

in Equitable Life Assur. Soc. of United States v. Nixon
^

81 Eed.^ ygd. " When the application and the appli-

cant's money were accepted by the society, the contract

between the parties became complete. That was done

in the state of New York." (P. 798.)

Clearly then, by the conceded facts in this case, this

contract became such in the state of Washington, and

never was a contract until the first premium M^as paid

at Seattle and the policy there delivered. In the con-

tract thus made in the State of Washington, the parties

themselves expressly, emphatically and exclusively

declare that the failure to pay the premium when due

shall work a forfeiture of their contract, and that no

notice whatever is required. If a general verdict or
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couclusion is at variance with the special and specific

verdict or finding, the general conclusion must give

way to the specific. If it be contended the parties have

imported the statutes of New York into their agreement,

then the specific stipulation that failure to pay the

premium should work a forfeiture, anything in the

statute to the contrary notwithstanding, control the

general statutory provision by the accepted canons

of construction.

We have endeavored to show, however, that the stat-

ute never entered into the contract, but it was a legisla-

tive regulation and policy controlling in the State of

New York, and not beyond its boundaries. This is

illustrated by the fact that such a statute may be

altered, amended or repealed and vested rights not be

impaired, even in a contract between parties residing in

the state of New York.

In Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company vs.

Cushman and another^ io8 U. S.j 5/, a mortgage having

been given when the rate of interest upon a redemption

from a decretal sale was ten per cent, the mortgage was

subsequently foreclosed at a time when interest on redemp-

tion was by legislation, reduced to eight per cent. The

court held that such reduction did not impair the obli-

gation of the contract. It was urged the subsequent

law impaired the mortgage contract, but the court said :

"These decisions clearly have no application to the

case now before the court. The laws with reference to

which the parties must be assumed to have contracted,

when the mortgage was executed, were those which in
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their direct or necessarylegal operation controlled or

affected the obligations of such contract." (P. 65.)

The New York statute does not enter into the con-

tract ; is no part of it ; does not touch its provisions

;

does not make new and additional stipulations for the

parties. The contract stands entirely independent of it.

If it operates at all, it comes in subsequent to the con-

tract, by way of relief from consequences which the con-

tract itself has imposed. In fact it recognizes the pro-

visions of the contract and seeks to relieve from the

harsh consequences the contract has brought about. The

total repeal of the statute of New York would leave

these parties to be guided alone by their express con-

tract.

In Elwell vs. Daggs^ 108 U. S., /^j, where it was

contended that a statute of usury which declared cer-

tain contracts void, was imported into a contract; that

the repeal of such statute was in violation of the rights

of a party whose contract was rendered void by reason

of it, the Court says

:

" The effect of the usurj^ statute of Texas was to en-

able the party sued to resist a recovery against him of

the interest which he had contracted to pay, and it was,

in its nature, a penal statute inflicting upon the lender

a loss and forfeiture to that extent. Such has been the

general, if not uniform, construction placed upon such

statutes. And it has been quite as generally decided

that the repeal of such laws, without a saving clause,

operated retrospectively, so as to cut off the defense for
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the future, even in actions upon contracts previously-

made." (P. 150.)

In Gross vs. United States Mortgage Co. 108^ U. S.y

4JY^ the legislature had forbidden a corporation to take

a mortgage upon real estate to secure the repayment of

money loaned. Notwithstanding the statute, such mort-

gage was taken. Subsequent legislation validated the

mortgage. The contention was that such legislation

was violative of the constitutional guarantee against the

impairment of the obligation of contracts. The Court

says : "Its original invalidity was placed by the Court be-

low upon the ground that the statutes and public policy

of Illinois forbade a foreign corporation from taking

a mortgage upon real property in that State to se-

cure a loan of money. Whether that inhibition should

be withdrawn was, so far at least as the immediate par-

ties to the contract were concerned, a question of

policy rather than of constitutional power. When the

legislative department removed the inhibition imposed

as well by statute as by the public policy of the state

upon the execution of a contract like this, it cannot be

said that such legislation, although retrospective in its

operation, impaired the obligation of the contract. It

rather enables the parties to enforce the contract which

they intended to make. It is, in effect, a legislative

declaration that the mortgagor shall not in a suit to en-

force the lien given by the mortgage, shield himself be-

hind any statutory prohibition or public policy which

prevented the mortgagee, at the date of the mortgage,

from taking the title which was intended to be passed

as security for the mortgage debt." (P. 488.)
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THE COURT ERRED IN SUSTAINING THE DE-

MURRER TO THE DEFENSE ALLEGING
AN ABANDONMENT AND RESCISSION
OF THE CONTRACT BY MUTUAL CON-
SENT AND THE DEFENSE OF ESTOPPEL.

The second defense is that of mutual consent to

waive and rescind the contract, and that that agree-

ment was entered into between the insured and the in-

surance company, and by reason of this agreement, the

mutual rights and obligations of the contract were ter-

minated. (Rec, p. 20.)

It is pleaded in the third defense, that shortly prior

to the 29th day of April, 1887, and on that day, as well

as afterwards, the insurance company personally noti-

fied the insured that the premium on the policy in the

sum of eight hundred and fourteen dollars w^as overdue,

and that it was necessary that it should be paid to con-

tinue the policy of insurance, that the premium was

at these times demanded, and the premium receipt duly

signed, was tendered to the insured, that the insured not

only refused to make payment, but stated his inability

to do so, and his intention not to make such payment

or payment of any subsequent accruing premium upon

the policy; but that he intended to allow the policy to

lapse and become forfeited through refusal to pay

premiums, and that the insurance company had, from

that time, and ever since, relied upon the representa-

tions so made, and was thereby induced to, and did,

declare the policy forfeited and abandoned, and relying
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upon such conduct and representations, It had abstained

from giving or mailing any further notice, whether re-

quired by statute or not. (Record, pp. 22 and 23.)

Unless in a contract actually made in the City of

Seattle, with an express provision of the condition of

termination in it, which condition has been violated, it is

beyond the power of the contracting parties to rescind

the contract, and unless the law of estoppel against a

party is unconditionally inoperative by reason of the

New York statute, then the insured and his personal

representatives should not be permitted to recover in

this case, while conceding a course of conduct and a

class of representations such as pleaded in this defense.

It cannot be argued that the state of Washington has

no public policy against fraud and misrepresentation,

and against rewarding parties for their own demerits

and delinquencies. It has such a policy. It is the

policy of the common law, operative wherever rules of

good conscience are enforced, and wherever courts of

justice close their doors against parties who seek to take

advantage of their own wrong. The policy of the state

of New York cannot be transported to the courts of

Washington to override a policy so universal and

controlling.

In Jones vs. Alliance Mut. Fire Ins. Co., ^4 Atlantic

{Pa.) ig8, an insurance policy provided that on non-

payment of assessments after thirty days' notice, the in-

surer might collect the same with twenty-five per cent,

additional for cost of collection, but made no provisions

for a forfeiture for non-payment. Not having paid the
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premiums, tlie insured, after the destruction of the

property, brought an action to recover the amount of

the policy. The court says : "The question, then,

comes down to this : Was there, or was there not, an

extinguishment of exceptant's policy in defendant com-

pany by mutual consent of both parties ? If it is a fact

that, when the exceptant neglected to pa}^ his assess-

ment, his intention was and thereafter continued to be

to abandon the policy; that the company acquiesced in

that intention; and that, for any period of time there-

after, both understood that their relations were at an

end, that the policy was dead,—such must be the legal

effect given to their acts, and whether that effect be

styled a rescission or a surrender or a cancellation or a

forfeiture or an abrogation or anything else is quite im-

material. It certainly cannot be equitable for one of

the parties to such an understanding, upon the subse-

quent occurrence of that which makes it desirable to

him to hold the other to the original contract, suddenly

to change his mind, and because of the omission to give

that formal notice which either might have given,

which would have put their mutual understanding be-

yond doubt or question; but the absence of which has

not prejudiced or misled either in the least degree, to

assert that the policy was still in force, and come down

upon the other for performance of his part of the bar-

gain when his own has remained deliberately unper-

formed." (P. 199.)

Although the notice may not have been in accordance

with the requirements of the statute of New York, but
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when it was actually brought home to the insured, and

accepted for all the purposes for which the statu-

tory notice could be given, and when it is conceded he

received the information, not only of the due date of the

premium, but of its amount, and in addition declared

himself possessed of all the knowledge the statute could

impart, and stated further that he not only was not able

but that he was unwilling either to pay the due premium

or au}^ subsequent premiums, and that it was his fixed

purpose to end the policy—that he would not meet its

obligations and did not seek its advantages—then

neither he nor any legal representative, should be

heard in a court of justice, to say that an insufficient

notice had been given, or that there was a lack of statu-

tor}^ compliance in the notice.

Johnso7i vs. Oppenheim^ ^^ N. K, 2S0 {2gi).

Bryant vs. Goodiiow^ 5 Pickering (Mass.), 228.

Farlow 7js. Ellis ^ i^ Gray [Mass.), 2jr.

Weymouth vs. Gorham^ 22 Maine, jc?5.

York vs. Penobscott, 2 Greenleaf [Me.), i.

In Johnson vs. Oppenheim, this principle is thus stated

:

'' When some formal act or acts are to be performed by

a party as a condition precedent to some right, or to per-

fect a right of action or property, and the act as per-

formed is defective or imperfect, and the adverse party,

whose right it is to object and insist upon a more perfect

compliance with the condition, makes no objection to

the manner of its performance, but accepting the per-

formance as perfect, places his objection to the claim

and right asserted upon another distinct and indepeud-
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eut ground, he is held to' have waived all objection to

the formal or technical defects. ''' * * The rule

rests upon the ground that the party by his silence has

misled his adversary, and not having spoken when he

ought, shall not be permitted to speak when he would.

The principle has its most frequent application in

actions upon policies of insurance, where there have

been some defects in the preliminary proof of loss or of

interest, which have not been objected to, but the claim

has been resisted on other grounds."

Says Chief Justice Shaw, in Farlowv. Ellis ^ 75 Gi^ay^

2^1 : "Waiver is a voluntary relinquishment or renun-

ciation of some right, a foregoing or giving up of some

benefit or advantage, which, but for such waiver, he

would have enjoyed. It may be proved by express

declaration ; or by acts and declarations manifesting an

intent and purpose not to claim the supposed advantage;

or by a course of acts and conduct, or by so neglecting

and failing to act, as to induce a belief that it was his

intention and purpose to waive. * * * The question

of waiver, therefore, is a question of fact for a jury; it

may be proved by various species of proofs and evidence,

by declarations, by acts, and by nonfeasance or forbear-

ing to claim or act ; but, however proved, the question

is : Has he willingly given up and forborne to claim the

benefit of the conditions ?"

DEFENDANTS IN ERROR WERE NOT ENTI-

TLED TO JUDGMENT AFTER THE DE-

MURER HAD BEEN SUSTAINED TO THE
AFFIRMATIVE ANSWER AND DEFENSES,
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BECAUSE ISSUE WAS JOINED UPON THE
ALLEGATIONS OF PERFORMANCE OF THE
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT ON THE PART
OF THE INSURED ENTITLING DEFEND-
ANTS IN ERROR TO A RECOVERY.

The case stands baldly and singl}^ npon a contract,

the essential condition of which was pa3^ment of annual

premiums by the insured, as prescribed in the contract,

as the one and onl}' basis for a recovery of the amount

of the policy in case of the death of the assured. The

allegation of performance of the condition was directly

put in issue. "In mutual promises, the plaintiff, seek-

ing to charge the defendant, must aver and prove per-

formance on his part of that which was the considera-

tion of the defendant's promise, and this, as well, were

the promise of the plaintiff was to be performed before

the day fixed for performance b}'- defendant as where the

performance of the respective promises was concurrent

and independent."

Loud vs. Laud Co.., /jj U. S.^^6^.

Phillips Co. vs. Seymour.^ gi U. S., 646 (6so.)

"The declaration should aver the performance on the

part of the insured of all conditions precedent, or such

facts as would excuse non-performance. The liability

of the defendant depends upon the performance by the

plaintiff of these conditions, and therefore iu order to

sustain the action there must be such an averment."

4Joyce on Insurance., Sec. ^6^4.

In Perry vs. Phoenix Insurance Co.., 8 Fed.., 64^^ the
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court says :
" By an almost uniform current of decis-

ions in this country and in England, extending back to

the first adjudicated cases upon the subject, it has been

held that provisions of this character in a policy of fire

insurance are conditions precedent, the performance of

which must be shown to entitle the assured to recover.

* * * It must appear, therefore, that each and all of

these acts, as set out in the contract, have been dis-

charged, or some legal excuse for non-performance

given, before the plaintiffs have a right of action."

(P- 645.)

In Edgerly vs. The Farmers^ Insurance Co.., 4^ la.

^Sj^ the court, adopting the language of a former case,

says :
" ' No principle of law is better understood than

the one which the proceedings in this case violate,

namely: The evidence must correspond with the

allegations of the pleading, and the rights of the parties

must be determined upon the facts in issue.' Now, it

being a condition precedent to plaintiff's right to

recover, he should have averred a performance, and the

evidence should have corresponded therewith." (p. 591.)

The Supreme Court "of the United States has decided

this question in accordance with the contention of the

plaintiff in error.

Thompson vs. Insurance Co., 104 U. S., 2^2 {266).

Insurance Company vs. Unsell, 144 U. 5"., 4^g

{447)'

In the case of Thompson, supra, it was contended by

the beneficiary under the policy that the company had
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waived forfeiture for the non-payment of the premiums

at the due date, and relying upon such waiver, action

was commenced without payment or tender of the pre-

mium ;
and the court in discussing this question says :

"A fatal objection to the entire case set up by the

plaintiff is, that paj^ment of the premium note in ques-

tion has never been made or tendered at any time.

There might possibly be more plausibility in the plea

of former indulgence and da3^s of grace allowed, if pay-

ment had been tendered within the limited period of

such indulgence. But this has never been done. The
plaintiff has therefore failed to make a case for obviat-

ing and superseding the forfeiture of the policy, even if

the circumstances relied on had been sufiiciently favor-

able to pave the ground for it. A valid excuse for not

paying promptly on the particular day^ is a different

thing p'Ofu an excuse for not paying at all.''''

In the Unsell case, supra ^ the beneficiary relied upon

a waiver as excusing payment of the premium at the

time the same was due, and as defeating the right of

the compan}^ to forfeiture; but there was evidence in

this case that payment of the premium had been ten-

dered subsequent to the due date. In discussing this

question. Justice Harlan, at page 447, says: "If the

plaintiff had sued on the policies or certificates ivithout

having paid or tendered the amount due to the C07npa7iy^

the non-payment of which, at the time stipulated, was

relied on to prove that the policies had become forfeited,

that fact would have been fatal to a right to recover in

any view of the case^
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Under the code of Washington, defendants in error

were permitted in pleading their cause of action, either

to set forth the conditions and covenants to be performed

by the insured and then allege what was done by way

of performance ; or instead they were permitted to

allege that all the conditions of the contract on the part

of the insured were duly performed. Section 4934 2d

Ballinger's Code, is as follows

:

"In pleading the performance of conditions precedent

in a contract, it shall not be necessary to state the facts

showing such performance, but it may be stated gener-

erally that the party duly performed all the conditions

on his part ; and if such allegation be controverted, the

party pleading shall be bound to establish, on the trial,

the facts showing such performance."

In case the allegations are controverted, it will be

observed, the proof required is the same under either

form of pleading. They were controverted.

Had defendants in error followed the first or common

law method, their allegation would have been that in

consideration of the issuance of the policy of insurance,

the insured during his life-time had covenanted and

agreed to pay in each year and on a day and at a place

named in the contract a given sum of money as a con-

dition precedent to his right of recovery, and that

agreeably to such promise and covenant, the insured

had in in each year and at the day and place agreed up-

on, paid this amount.

Had such allegation been made and controverted,

then there would have been nothing left to defendants
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in error but to make proof according to their allegation.

The statute of New York would have been given no

place in the case. The defendants in error have set

forth the contract haec verba and alleged performance of

the express contractual conditions on the part of the

insured. The allegations of performance were denied.

If the insured paid the annual or semi-annual prem-

iums as it is alleged he did, and as a basis of which,

judgment is asked, then the right of recovery rests upon

performance alone and the statute of New York does

not touch the case. The issue—performance of condi-

tions precedent—being formed, we insist there is but

one course open to defendants in error in order to re-

cover, and that is to make proof of performance. The
conditions precedent to be performed by the insured

were the payment of the annual or semi-annual premi-

ums as the}^ fell due. It stands admitted upon the

record that these have not been paid. Had defendants

in error alleged in their complaint that the policy was

issued, that a premium had been paid, but that all sub-

sequent premiums from the first down to the date of

death of the insured had not been paid,— their case

would not have been different from what it now is.

HAD NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE STAT-
UTE OF NEW YORK ON THE PART OF
PLAINTIFF IN ERROR BEEN RELIED
UPON AS AN EXCUSE FOR NON-PER-
FORMANCE OF THE CONDITIONS OF
THE CONTRACT ON THE PART OF THE
DECEASED, THEN DEFENDANTS IN ER-
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ROR WERE REQUIRED TO PLEAD THE
STATUTE OF NEW YORK AND NON-
COMPLIANCE WITPI ITS PROVISIONS ON
THE PART OF THE INSURANCE COM-
PANY.

Had the insured paid the premiums, there was no

occasion to invoke the statute of New York. The right

of recovery was as perfect without the statute as with it.

It gave no right whatever in case of performance. On
the contrary, if the insured had not performed the con-

tract, he was compelled to look to the statute for his ex-

cuse. Such a state of facts would present a case totally

different and entirely foreign to that pleaded. No prin-

ciple of code pleading is better settled than that the

pleader cannot allege performance and recover on proof

that the performance was excused or waived. Mr.

Pomeroy, in discussing this question sa3^s, Pomeroy's

Remedies and Remedial Rights, 2d Edition, Sec. 556

:

"The plaintiff is no longer permitted to aver the per-

formance of the required act, and on the trial prove the

circumstances which excuse such performance, or prove

any other alternative than the one specially alleged."

Oakley vs. Morio7i, 11 N. K, 2^.

Hiidsojt et al. vs. McCartney.^ jj Wis.., ^ji.

Lumbert & Co. vs. Palmer et al.^ 2g Iowa., 104.

Woolsey vs. Williams., ^4 Iowa., <//j.

Hand vs. Insurance Co.., 59 N. W., {Alinn.) ^j8.

Evans vs. Insurance Co..,^i N. E.., {Ind.) 84^.

Trainor vs. Wonnan, J4 Minn.., pj/.

Mosness vs. Insurance Co.., 50 Minn.., ^41 (^2 N.

W., PS2.)

Insurance Co. vs. Brown., 18 S. W., {Tex.) yjj.
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lu Oakley vs. Morio7i^ supra^ the court, at page 33,

says, "Under an averment of performance * * *

evidence in excuse of non-performance was not admis-

sible and should have been excluded." ^

And the other cases are to the same effect.

The complaint is entirely destitute of any allegation

of the statute or of any averment of facts pertaining to

the action within the statute if it applied. It is imma-

terial whether the statute was relied upon contractually

or as a law controlling the contract by reason of other

considerations ; in either case it was the duty of the

defendants in error as long as the premiums had not

been paid, to set up in the complaint, facts bringing the

case within the statute, if applicable. Failing to do so,

recovery should not have been allowed by force of the

statute. Where one seeks to maintain a right under

the statute, his pleading must state specifically every

requisite to enable the court to charge, whether he has

a cause of action, or has any under the statute.

Austin vs. Goodrich^ 49 J^- ^-j ^^^'

Churchill et al. vs. Onderdonk, 59^- ^> ^34-

Railroad Co. vs. Sturgis^ 4^ Mich.^ ^^8.

In Austin vs. Goodrich^ Folger, J., at page 267, says :

" If the plaintiff has cause of action, it must arise out

of the provisions of the statute. * * * In stating

her right of action, she must bring herself by the aver-

ment of her complaint, within some of these provisions.

* * * Where one seeks to maintain an action under

a statute, it is a sound and well settled rule of pleading,
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that he must state specially every fact requisite to enable

the court to judge, whether he has a cause of action

arising under the statute."

In Churchill et al. vs. Onderdonk^ the same learned

judge, at page 136, says :

"When the party initiates by action, under the stat-

ute, proceedings to compel the determination of claims

to real property, he must be careful to make the allega-

tions of his complaint square with the requirements of

the act."

In Railroad Company vs. Sturgis., the court says:

"A party must set forth his case if he have one, and

where his title to sue is statutory and the right of action

depends on a special construction of facts defined in the

statute, the declaration, if left to the reasons of the

common law, must aver the existence of such facts.

Unless this is done the defendant may insist that the

cause of action relied on is not pleaded and cannot be

used as a ground of proof and recovery. The charge

brought against him is not the charge the plaintiff is

endeavoring to urge and there is no foundation on the

record for it."

The terms of the policy sued on would have event-

ually prevented a recovery unless aided by the

statute.

The proceedings in this case in taking judgment

upon the motion of the defendants in error after plain-

tiff in error had elected to stand upon its demurrer and

gone out of the case, illustrates the contention we are
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making. Defeudants in error make showing of the

amount which had been paid by way of premium and of

the several premiums that never had been paid or ten-

dered, and the court makes a setoff against their recov-

ery of the aggregate of such unpaid premiums and

interest thereon from the time they should have been

paid, taking judgment for the balance claimed to be

due. Had the like failure to pay the premiums con-

tinued through a sufficient length of time for their

aggregate to exceed the amount of the policy, it would

have been as logical for the court to enter judgment for

such excess in favor of plaintiff in error.

A FATAL DEPARTURE FROM LAW TO LAW
WAS MADE IN RENDERING THE JUDG-
MENT SOUGHT TO BE REVIEWED, BE-

CAUSE THERE ARE NO PLEADINGS FOR
SUCH A JUDGMENT TO BE BASED UPON.

The statute of New York was not pleaded nor the

failure of plaintiff in error to comply with its provisions,

nor was it even referred to in the amended complaint,

Where the relief of the statute is relied upon as an ex-

cuse for non-performance, the statute itself becomes a

necessary part of the pleading, as well as the non-com-

pliance of the insurance company with its requirements,

which relieves against the breach of conditions on the

part of the insured.

Rosenplaenter vs. Provident Sav. Life Assur. Soc.^

gi Fed.., 728.

It is not a question as to whether the court takes ju-
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dicial notice of the statutes of New York, but rather one

of departure from law to law in the pleading. Whether

a party who pleads a specific contract and performance

on his part of its conditions as his right to recover shall

be permitted after performance has been controverted, to

confess his non-compliance and shift his right of recov-

ery to an unpleaded statute of a foreign state and assert

non-compliance with its provisions on the part of defend-

ant, and adopt the defendants' non-compliance with the

unpleaded statute as his own excuse for non-compliance

with the conditions of the contract alleged in his com-

plaint. The right of action alleged and abandoned is

the act of the party ; that not alleged but relied upon is

the act of the legislature of New York. With perform-

ance of the conditions alleged the right of action is per-

fect regardless of the New York statute. Without per-

formance of the conditions alleged, there is no right of

action whatever, unless it can be established through

the statute of New York. If the statute of New York,

instead of performance of the conditions of the contract

by defendants in error, affords the ground of recovery,

then pleading of the statute is indispensable.

Union Pacific Railway vs. Wyler, i^8 U. S.j 28^.

In the case cited, a party sued the railway company

for a personal injury basing his right to recover upon the

general law of master and servant. After the cause

had been transferred to the Federal Court and remained

in litigation for a number of years, the plaintiff

amended his complaint so as to bring himself under the

fellow servant act of the state of Kansas. Upon amend-
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ment being made, the defendant interposed the statute

of limitations as to an original suit begun at the date of

amendment. Mr. Justice White, in the opinion, says

:

•

"It is argued, however, that, as all the facts neces-

sary to recovery were averred in the original petition, the

subsequent amendment set out no new cause of action

in alleging the Kansas statute. If the argument were

sound, it would only tend to support the proposition

that there was no departure or new cause of action from

fact to fact, and would not in the least meet the diffi-

culty caused by the departure from law to law. Even

though it be conceded that all the facts necessary to

give a right to recover were contained in the original

petition, as this predicated the assertion of that right on

the general law of master and servant, and not upon the

exceptional rule established by the Kansas statute, it was

a departure from law to law. The most common, if

not the invariable test of departure in law, as settled by

the authorities referred to, is a change from the asser-

tion of a cause of action under the common or general

law to a reliance upon a statute giving a particular or ex-

ceptional right. It is true that the Federal courts take

judicial notice of the laws of the several states. Priest-

man vs. United States^ ^ Dall. 28; Owings vs. Hull^ g
Pet. 6oy; Covington Drawbridge Co. vs. Shepherd^ 20

How. 22J; Cheever vs. Wilson^ g Wall. 108; Junction

Railroad vs. Bank of Ashland^ 12 Wall. 226. This rule,

however, does not affect the present suit which was com-

menced in the court of Missouri. Moreover, the departure

which arises from relying, first, upon the general or
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common law, and, in the«second instance, on an excep-

tional statute, is a question of pleading, and is not con-

trolled by the law in regard to judical notice of statutes,

which is a matter of evidence. The very origin of the

rule in regard to departure from law to law makes this

obvious. The English courts, from which our doctrine

upon this subject is derived, necessarily take judicial

notice of acts of Parliament, yet there a departure is

made and a new cause of action is asserted when a party

who has at first relied upon the common law afterwards

rests his claim to recovery upon a statute." (Pp. 295,

296.)

SUMMARY.

The judgment of the court below should be reversed,

Because the case is not one in which the notice to the

insured prescribed by the statute of New York applies,

the contract having been entered into in another state,

and the insured residing beyond the boundaries of the

state of New York.

Because it is conceded in the pleadings that the insur-

ed never complied with the express covenants of his con-

tract in paying the numerous premiums after the first,

to the date of his death, and because none of such pre-

miums were paid or offered to be paid by defendants in

error before or during the pendency of the action.
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Because it is conceded that the insured refused to pay

the premiums with full knowledge of their amount and

the time at which they severally became payable.

Because the insured, having been presented with the

duly signed receipt for the premium due, at and subse-

quent to the time of its maturity, upon demand for pay-

ment, not only refused payment, but informed

the insurance company of his inability to pay the

premium then due, and his fixed and determined

purpose to make no pa3mient of any future accruing

premium, and terminate the policy, and the reliance of

the insurance company upon this course of conduct and

these declarations, by which it was induced to take no

further step or give any further notice of the termina-

tion of the policy.

Because it is conceded it was mutually agreed

between the insured and the Insurance Company that

the policy should be and was mutually rescinded and

abrogated.

Because judgment was rendered against plaintijBF in

error without a trial, when material averments of the

amended complaint stood controverted.

Because of a fatal departure in pleading, by which

judgment was rendered in favor of defendants in error

upon a cause of action not pleaded.

Because the court was without jurisdiction to render

a judgment in favor of defendants in error against

plaintiff in error on the ground that defendants in error

were excused from the performance of the contract
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pleaded on the ground that plaintiff in error had not

given notice of the due date of premiums when no such

issue was presented in the pleading.

Respectfully submitted,

EDWARD LYMAN SHORT,
JOHN B. ALLEN, and

R. C. STRUDWICK,
Attorneys for Plaintiff in Error.

STRUVE, ALLEN, HUGHES & McMICKEN,
STRUDWICK & PETERS,

Of Counsel.



The following is a copy of the New York statute

relating to insurance companies:

CHAPTER 321.

An act to amend Chapter three hundred and forty-

one of the laws of eigliteen hundred and seventy-six,

entitled, "An Act Regulating the Forfeiture of Life

Insurance Policies ;"

Passed May 23, 1877.

The people of the state of New York, represented in

Senate and Assembly do enact as follows

:

Section i. Section one of chapter three hundred

and forty-one of the laws of eighteen hundred and

seventy-six, entitled "An Act Regulating the Forfeiture

of Life Insurance Policies" is hereby amended so as to

read as follows

:

Sec. I, No life insii7-ance company doiJig business in

the state of New York shall have power to declare for-

feiture or lapsed any policy hereafter issued or renewed

by reason of non-payment of any annual premium or

interest, or any portion thereof, except as hereinafter

provided. Whenever any premium or interest due

upon any such policy shall remain unpaid when due, a

written or printed notice stating the amount of such

premium or interest due on such policy, the place

where said premium or interest should be paid, and the

person to whom the same is payable shall be duly

addressed and mailed to the person whose life is

assured, or the assignee of the policy, if notice of the

assignment has been given to the company, at his or

her last-known postoffice address, postage paid by the



company, or by an agent of sucli company, or person

appointed by it to collect such premium. Such notice

shall further state that unless the said premium

or interest then due shall be paid to the com-

pany or to a duly appointed agent or other

person authorized to collect such premium within

thirty days after the mailing of such notice, the said pol-

icy and all payments thereon will become forfeited and

void. In case the payment demanded by such notice

shall be made within the thirty days limited therefor,

the same shall be taken to be in full compliance with the

requirements of the policy in respect to the payment of

said premium or interest, anything therein contained to

the contrary notwithstanding; that no such policy shall

in any case be forfeited or declared forfeited or lapsed

until the expiration of thirt}^ days after the mailing of

such notice. Provided, however, that a notice stating

when the premium will fall due and that if not paid the

policy and all payments thereon will become forfeited

an dvoid, served in the manner hereinbefore provided

at least thirty and not more than sixty days prior to the

day when the premium is payable, shall have the same

effect as the service of the notice hereinbefore provided

for.

Sec. 2. The affidavit of anyone authorized by section

one to mail such notice, that the same was duly ad-

dressed to the person whose life is assured by the policy,

or to the assignee of the policy, if notice of the assign-

ment has been given to the company, in pursuance of

said section, shall be presumptive evidence of such

notice having been given.


